by G + C content, while gene length exerted relatively weaker influences. In addition, comparisons of the codon preferences in the UL35 gene of DPV with those of Escherichia coli , yeast and humans revealed that there were 33 codons showing distinct usage differences between the DPV and yeast, and 38 between the DPV and humans, but only 31 between the DPV and E. coli . Therefore, the E. coli system may be more suitable for the expression of the DPV UL35 gene. Conclusion: Together, these results may improve our understanding of the evolution, pathogenesis and functional studies of DPV, as well as contribute significantly to the area of herpesvirus research and possibly studies with other viruses.
Synonymous Codon Usage Bias in the Duck Plague Virus UL35 Gene Intervirology 2009; 52:266-278 267 has been documented for many genes in many species [1, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Studies of the synonymous codon usage can reveal information about the molecular evolution of individual genes and provide data to train genome-specific gene recognition algorithms which recognize protein coding regions in uncharacterized genomic DNA. It has been reported that synonymous codon usage biases may be associated with various biological factors, such as gene expression level, gene length, gene translation initiation signal, protein amino acid composition, protein structure, tRNA abundance, mutation frequency and patterns, and GC compositions [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . It also has been reported that the codon usage bias in the genes could be related to the different functions of the encoded proteins, e.g. reports of amino acid compositions of the proteins encoded by the pseudorabies virus genes have indicated that the codon usage bias in the genes could be related to the different functions of the encoded proteins. Further analysis found that the synonymous codon usage pattern varied at different sites along a coding sequence balancing strong versus weak base pair bonding [22, 23] , translational efficiency and fidelity [7] , and maintenance of DNA and RNA secondary structures [24] . Furthermore, the pattern of codon usage can vary considerably among organisms, and also among genes from the same genome [25] .
Codon usage bias can be driven by the neutral processes of mutation, genetic drift and/or biased gene conversion, so the relative abundance of alternative codons might reflect skews in local base composition [26, 27] . Additionally, selection for translational efficiency and/ or accuracy can skew codon frequencies toward 'optimal' codons [3, 28] . Although it is an ongoing problem to quantify the relative importance of selective and neutral forces as causes of codon usage bias within and between species, selection in codon usage can be inferred from genomic correlations with the relative abundance of alternative tRNA molecules or gene copies, gene expression levels, synonymous substitution rates or skewed levels of polymorphism at synonymous sites [29] [30] [31] [32] . Generally, differences in patterns of codon usage between species are principally thought to be due to mutational processes in base composition [33, 34] . Brownian motion models may capture the predominant dynamics in the divergence of genomic base composition [35] and, therefore, may also describe interspecific dynamics of overall codon usage trends. However, intraspecific variation does not fit neutral mutational models as well, suggesting that deviations in the effectiveness of selection among loci is likely to be an important force for shaping patterns of intragenomic codon usage variation across all domains of life [33] . Recently, analyses of the patterns of codon usage bias of herpesviruses are primarily focused on the pseudorabies virus [20] , herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1) [36] , Epstein-Barr virus [37] , UL24 gene [38] and dUTPase gene [39] of the duck plague virus (DPV).
Duck plague, caused by a DPV of Herpesviridae, is an acute, febrile, contagious and septic disease that occurs frequently in domestic waterfowl such as ducks, geese and swans. It can result in a marked decrease of egg yield and death of commercial waterfowl [40] . Most of the previous research has focused on the epidemiology and prevention of this disease. However, the molecular biological information about the DPV genome is limited. Recently, a DPV CHv strain genomic library was constructed successfully for the first time [41] and the UL35 gene was isolated and identified in our laboratory. However, data in respect to codon usage bias in the newly identified DPV UL35 gene is not yet available. Given this background, it has become important to analyze the codon preference used in the DPV UL35 gene. In this study, we analyzed the synonymous codon usage data of the DPV UL35 gene and compared it with the UL35-like genes of 27 reference herpesviruses. Then, we examined how other factors may affect codon usage variation in the DPV UL35 gene and its reference species. Moreover, we compared the codon usage preference of the DPV UL35 gene with those of Escherichia coli , yeast and humans. Taken together, analysis of codon usage patterns of the DPV UL35 gene and a comparison of codon preference between the DPV UL35 gene and other species can provide a basis for understanding the relevant mechanism for biased usage of synonymous codons and for selecting an appropriate host expression system to improve the expression of a target gene. It may also provide some insights into the features of the DPV genome and improve the understanding of factors shaping codon usage patterns as well as contributing significantly to the area of herpesvirus research or even studies with other viruses.
Materials and Methods

Virus Species and Gene Sequences
The DPV CHv strain, which is a highly virulent field strain of DPV, was obtained from the Key Laboratory of Animal Disease and Human Health of Sichuan Province. The UL35 gene (GenBank accession No. EF643558) of the DPV CHv strain was first identified by constructing a DPV genomic library in our labora-tory. The nucleotide sequences ( table 1 ) of the UL35 gene and the UL35-like genes of 27 reference herpesviruses were obtained from GenBank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/; Bethesda, Md., USA) [42] .
Molecular Phylogenetic Tree
To compare with those of the UL35-like proteins of the 27 reference herpesviruses, for which nucleotide sequences are available at GenBank ( table 1 ) , the nucleotide sequences of the DPV UL35 gene and its reference herpesviruses were translated into amino acid sequences. After this, multiple sequence alignment and phylogenetic analysis were performed by employing the Clustal V in MegAlign program of DNAStar (Version 7.0; DNA-STAR Inc., Madison, Wisc., USA).
Codon Usage Analysis of the DPV UL35 Gene and the Other 27 Reference Herpesviruses
For each gene, codon usage was estimated by using the program CodonW 1.4 (written by John Peden, obtained from http:// codonw.sourceforge.net/). A number of indices of codon usage bias including the effective number of codons (ENc), relative synonymous codon usage (RSCU), G + C content at the 3rd codon position (GC3s) and the Codon Adaptation Index (CAI) were calculated. ENc is the effective number of codons used in a gene which is used to quantify how far the codon usage of a gene departs from equal usage of synonymous codons, and without dependence on sequence length or specific knowledge of preferred codons, although it is affected by base composition [43] [44] [45] . Values of ENc can range between 20 (when only 1 codon is used per amino acid) and 61 (when all synonyms are used with equal frequency). ENc appears to be a good measure of general codon usage bias. The lower the ENc, the higher the codon bias is. RSCU was used to study the overall synonymous codon usage variation among the genes without the confounding influence of the amino acid composition of different gene samples. It is defined as the ratio of the observed frequency of codons to the expected frequency if all the synonymous codons for those amino acids are used equally. RSCU values >1.0 indicate that the corresponding codon is more frequently used than expected, whereas the reverse is true for RSCU values <1.0 [46] . Heat maps of RSCU were constructed with CIMMiner (http://discover.nci.nih.gov/cimminer). GC3s is a good indicator of the extent of base composition bias, which represents the frequency of the nucleotide G + C at the synonymous 3rd codon position, excluding Met, Trp and the stop codons. CAI uses a reference set of highly expressed genes from a species to assess the relative merits of each codon, and a score for a gene is calculated from the frequency of use of all codons in that gene. The index assesses the extent to which selection has been effective in molding the pattern of codon usage. In that respect it is useful for predicting the level of expression of a gene. The codon usage pattern across genes was examined by the ENc-plot, which is a plot of ENc versus GC3s and length or GC3s versus length.
Comparison of Codon Preferences of DPV UL35 Gene with those of E. coli , Yeast and Humans
To examine whether different species follow with the same codon usage rule, we compared the codon preferences among the DPV UL35 gene with those of E. coli , yeast and humans. The codon usage analysis of these species was carried out by using the codon usage database (http://www.kazusa.or.jp/codon) and the CUSP (create a codon usage table) program of EMBOSS (http:// bioinfo.pbi.nrc.ca:8090/EMBOSS/; The European Molecular Biology Open Software Suite, Cambridge, UK).
Statistical Methods
The correlations between codon usage variations among the DPV UL35 gene and 27 reference herpesviruses and 4 parameters (CAI, ENc, GC3s and gene length) were analyzed by using SPSS 12.0 software.
Results
Molecular Phylogenetic Tree
A phylogenetic tree based on the deduced amino acid sequences of the DPV UL35 gene and its UL35-like genes in the reference herpesviruses is shown in figure 1 . From figure 1 we can see that the general branching pattern coincides with other previously published phylogenetic analyses and that the UL35-like genes within the same herpesvirus subfamily (including ␣ -herpesvirus, ␤ -herpesvirus, ␥ -herpesvirus) or in the same microorganism are clustered together. Simultaneously, it is shown that DPV first clusters with some avian herpesviruses, such as GaHV-2, GaHV-3 and MeHV-1, in a monophyletic clade and then clusters with other ␣ -herpesvirus members such as EHV-1, BoHV-1, CeHV-1, HHV-1 and SuHV-1. Therefore, it can be concluded from the tree and the identified high amino acid sequence similarity that the DPV UL35 protein has a close evolutionary relationship with other avian ␣ -herpesviruses and at the same time differs from them in certain ways [47] .
Codon Usage Analysis of the UL35 Gene in DPV and the Reference Herpesviruses
The results obtained by CodonW analysis of 28 herpesviruses species are shown in table 2 . Codon usage in the DPV CHv UL35 gene and its homologous genes is highly nonrandom in all the herpesviruses and the overall base composition of the UL35 gene and its homologous genes in these species also differs dramatically. However, it is interesting that there is no distinction of the codon usage bias parameters of the UL35 gene in both the DPV CHv strain and DPV clone-03 strain. It is shown in It has been reported that a plot of ENc against GC3s can be effectively used to explore the heterogeneity of codon usage among genes [43] . If a particular gene is subject to G + C compositional constraint for shaping the codon usage pattern, it will lie on a continuous curve, which represents random codon usage [48] . If a gene is subject to selection for translationally optimal codons, it will lie considerably below the expected curve. The ENc values of each UL35-like gene in the reference herpesviruses are plotted against their corresponding GC3s in figure 2 a. From figure 2 a, it can be seen that although a few genes lay on the expected curve, a large number of points lie near the solid curve of this distribution, suggesting that these genes are subject to GC compositional constraints.
The relationship between gene length and synonymous codon usage bias has been reported for Drosophila melanogaster , E. coli , Saccharomyces cerevisiae , Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Yersinia pestis [49] [50] [51] . Here, the plot of gene length against ENc or against GC3s ( fig. 2 b,  c) shows the distribution of each gene. It appears that shorter genes have a much wider variance in ENc values, vice versa for longer genes. We analyzed the relationship between ENc value and gene length, and the relationship between GC3s and gene length of the 28 herpesviruses. However, none of the correlations were statistically significant. Evidently, the gene length may play a minor role in shaping the codon usage bias of the 28 herpesviruses. Similar results were also found in S. pneumoniae , P. aeruginosa and SARS coronavirus [51] [52] [53] .
Variation in the DPV UL35 Gene Codon Usage and Amino Acid Composition
While the CAI, ENc and related measures indicate the overall codon bias of the DPV UL35 gene, it is also instructive to look more closely at the pattern of codon bias. Table 3 shows the overall codon preference of the DPV UL35 gene. From the values of RSCU calculated for the DPV UL35 gene, we can see that the amino acids, excluding Met, Trp, and the termination codons in the polypeptide, Arg, Leu, Ser, Ala, Gly, Pro, Thr and Val, have a high level of diversity in codon usage biases because they have a 6-fold and 4-fold coding degeneracy, while the preferred codons of amino acids that have 2-fold or 3-fold coding degeneracy are more uniform. As a whole, although the most and the least used frequencies of codons of all the amino acids are different, the analyzed DPV UL35 gene shows significant preference for one or more postulate codons for each amino acid. Meanwhile, the RSCU values of these codons, whose 3rd positions are A or T, are much more than those codons whose 3rd positions are C or G, indicating that the DPV UL35 gene shows a high bias of codon usage toward the codons with a T and/or A ending rather than a C and/or G ending for all degenerate codons.
Phylogenetic Persistence in Codon Usage Bias of the DPV UL35 Gene
In order to show whether gene function was correlated with the observed variation in codon bias, a cluster analysis of the codon usage pattern based on the DPV CHv UL35 gene and its reference herpesviruses (clustered by the RSCU values, data not shown) was conducted ( fig. 3 ). From figure 3 we can see that DPV CHv and DPV clone-03 are different from other herpesviruses as they first cluster together and form a separate branch, then cluster with the avian herpesviruses of GaHV-3 and GaHV-1 and afterwards cluster with other herpesviruses such as MuHV-4, EHV-4 and HHV-3. This result fully indicates the internal relations of the codon usage pattern between DPV and other herpesviruses, suggesting that the codon usage pattern of DPV has differences with other herpesviruses: the more distant the relationship, the bigger the variation of the codon usage bias, and vice versa. Thus, we can make a conclusion that the codon usage pattern of DPV is fairly close to that of avian herpesviruses and is largely different from other types of herpesviruses, and ( table 1 ) . Phylogenetic tree of these proteins was generated by using the MegAlign (DNA-STAR Inc.) program with Clustal V multiple alignment and sequence distance indicated by the scale calculated using PAM250 matrix in Lasergene.
the UL35 gene's function contributes to the codon usage pattern.
Comparison of UL35 Gene Codon Usage in DPV with those of E. coli , Yeast and Humans
Generally, the codon usage bias in genes remains at a certain level across species. The DPV UL35 gene was compared with those of E. coli , yeast and humans to see which would be the suitable host for optimal expression. Data from table 4 reveals that there are 33 codons showing a DPV-to-yeast ratio higher than 2 or lower than 0.50 and 38 codons showing a DPV-to-human ratio higher than 2 or lower than 0.50, but only 31 codons showing a DPV-to-E. coli ratio higher than 2 or lower than 0.50, indicating that the codon preferences are significantly different among them. That DPV has the lowest distinct us- age differences with E. coli suggests that codon usage of the DPV UL35 gene more closely resembles that of E. coli than that of yeast and humans. Thus, to express the DPV UL35 gene efficiently in the yeast or human cell system, codon optimization of the DPV UL35 gene may be required. At the same time, we can speculate that the DPV UL35 gene may be more efficiently expressed in the prokaryotic expression system such as the E. coli system.
Discussion
Previous analyses of codon usage have suggested that both a huge interspecific variation and a clear intragenomic variability, even for functionally homologous genes, and remarkable differences in codon usage exist across species [32, 46, 55] . Codon usage bias is found to be related to different biological factors. However, direc- Italicized codons indicate the highest frequency in coding the amino acid. Underlined codons appear during the lower frequency coding of the amino acid. Triplets in bold face indicate the lowest frequency (frequency is zero) in coding the amino acid.
a Proportion of all synonymous codons encoding the same amino acid.
b The frequency of each codon that appears in the coding sequence of the individual gene is 1/1,000.
c The RSCU refers to the relative synonymous codon usage defined as the ratio of the observed frequency of codons to the expected frequency if all the synonymous codons for those amino acids are used equally. RSCU values greater than 1.0 indicate that the corresponding codon is more frequently used than expected, whereas the reverse is true for RSCU values less than 1.0.
d Refers to stop codon.
tional mutation pressure on DNA sequences and natural selection affecting gene translation are the 2 major factors that have been widely accepted to account for both interspecific codon usage variation and intragenomic codon usage variability. In E. coli and yeast, synonymous codon usage patterns are related to the abundance of isoaccepting tRNAs [7, 56] , where highly expressed genes have a strong selective preference for the codons complementary to the most abundant tRNA species, whereas lowly expressed genes display more uniform codon usage patterns largely compatible with the mutational bias in the absence of translational selection [57, 58] . In mammals and birds, the diverse patterns of codon usage may arise from the compositional constraints of the genomes [19, 59, 60] .
In our study, a comprehensive analysis of codon usage including ENc, CAI value, GC content and the RSCU values of the DPV CHv strain UL35 gene was performed by using CodonW 1.4 and EMBOSS CUSP programs, and these values were subsequently compared with those of the 27 reference herpesvirus species. The data of synonymous codon usage bias showed certain disparity of each herpesvirus from the different organisms with the result revealing that: (1) the DPV CHv UL35 gene and its 27 reference herpesviruses adopt relatively similar codon usage patterns, although the DPV CHv UL35 gene shows a few differences of codon usage bias with its reference herpesvirus species; and (2) the DPV UL35 gene prefers to use the codons with A and T at the 3rd codon position. Furthermore, the biased trend towards A and T coincides influence to the preference of codon usage, but is less important than the influence of gene function, and the codon usage bias of the DPV UL35 gene has a very close relation with its gene function. A previous study has shown that the codon usage pattern of the DPV dUTPase gene is phylogenetically conserved and similar to that of the dUTPase genes of the avian ␣ -herpesvirus [39] . Furthermore, analysis of codon usage bias in the UL24 gene of DPV also indicates that the synonymous codon usage pattern of the UL24 gene in DPV is similar to other avian ␣ -herpesviruses and the UL24 gene's function also contributes to the codon usage [38] . So, we can infer from these studies that the codon usage pattern of DPV is similar to that of avian ␣ -herpesvirus; however, the conclusive evidence may require further analysis of other DPV genes, such as viral genes for maintenance or replication. With respect to the functions of the UL35 gene product (VP26) in the herpesvirus life cycle, it is well documented in studies on the HSV UL35 protein of the subfamily ␣ -herpesvirus that the UL35 gene, acting as a true late ␥ 2 gene, encodes for a small nucleocapsid protein and its encoding protein, located on the hexon of the nucleocapsid, and can interact with viral DNA of nucleocapsid. It is nonessential for the formation of viral capsids and viral propagation in cell culture. However, it is essential for viral replication production in the nervous system, the absence of which will result in a 100-fold yield reduction of the infected-virus in trigeminal ganglion [61] [62] [63] . It is located at the exterior of the icosahedral capsid, inwith high A + T content in the DPV CHv UL35 gene. Since the DPV CHv UL35 gene is an AT-rich gene, it is reasonable that codons ending in A and/or T are predominant in the gene. In order to show the codon usage variation, we used the ENc-plot to analyze the factors affecting codon usage variation among genes. Here, genetic heterogeneity in the DPV and its reference herpesviruses was observed to be constrained by GC content, while the gene length had only a minor impact on the codon choice.
Comparative analysis of UL35 genes in DPV and the reference herpesviruses indicated that synonymous codon usage in these genes are phylogenetically conserved. Data in table 2 show that the UL35 genes in DPV, MeHV-1, GaHV-1, GaHV-2 and GaHV-3, whose natural host is avian, have a stronger correlation than the UL35 genes of herpesviruses with mammalian hosts, such as CeHV-1, EHV-1, BoHV-1 and SuHV-1. This indicates that the UL35 genes of herpesviruses belonging to the same host have a similar sequence length and CAI value. Although the codon usage pattern among different species is a complex phenomenon, it is important to elucidate the underlying mechanisms of codon usage pattern in order to understand the evolution of the species. From the phylogenetic tree and cluster analysis results ( fig. 1 , 3 ) , we can see that DPV is evolutionarily closer to GaHV-3 than GaHV-2 and MeHV-1. Simultaneously, its codon usage pattern is also closer to GaHV-3 than GaHV-1 and MuHV-4. Therefore, we can draw a conclusion that the species has a certain dicating that VP26 might serve as a core for connecting the capsid with the external tegument and envelope in the late stage of viral assembly [62] . Its exposed sites outside the capsid also reveal that VP26 is in a favorable position, coupling the capsid and its functional ligand, such as tegument [64] . Similarly, research on the homolog of VP26 also points out that the smallest capsid protein, which is located at the most exterior region of the capsid, except for interacting with viral DNA, may relate to tegumentation and/or uncoating in the course of infection and plays an important role in regulating the interaction between the capsid and tegument as well as cytoskeletal proteins [65] . Recent studies have also revealed that VP26 of HSV-1 correlates with ribosome and may regulate the translation of the host protein [66] . Therefore, because of the important role played by HSV VP26 in the process of infection, VP26 of DPV may also play a similar role to that of HSV in the course of infection. However, further studies are required to confirm this hypothesis. Among the codon usage bias patterns in E. coli , yeast and humans, the codon usage bias pattern in the DPV UL35 gene is similar to that of E. coli ( table 4 ), hence the assumption was made in the present study that the DPV UL35 gene may express more efficiently in the E. coli system. This may serve as a guide for manipulating the expression of the targeted gene. The optimization of the DPV UL35 gene with host-preferred codons is likely to improve the expression level of the DPV UL35 gene in a given host. Therefore, the E. coli expression system may be better applied to the production of the DPV UL35 protein. Our hypothesis was verified in our recent study, in which the DPV UL35 protein was successfully expressed in the E. coli expression system [67] . In summary, our work has provided a basic understanding of the evolution and pathogenesis of the DPV UL35 gene and offered some new insights into the mechanisms for codon usage bias, as well as contributing significantly to the area of herpesvirus research and possibly studies with other viruses.
